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Reap-Possessors takes a comedic approach at
explorations of supernatural investigations
softening of monster lore. From the advent
to the drama of a “cursed” family, no stone

the present day
and the continued
of “glittery” vampires
remains unturned.

Through the hero's journey, this series chronicles the suffering
and triumphs of our wayward heroes as they face off with an
ageless threat against humanity.
For over two thousand years, two ancient curses have struggled for
influence over our world.
The first curse, born from the hubris of Artimus Akkadian,
released demons from hell. These demons's goal is to spread
darkness throughout mankind. This first curse has forced the
Akkadian family to rectify Artimus's mistake and free our world
from the evil that corrupts it.
The second curse, born of Judas's mortal sin, allows Satan to
create a monster that exists to serve evil and destroy the forces
of good in this world, allowing darkness to easily spread.
However, through his own pride, Satan loses control of his
creation.
In present-day New York, the last of the Akkadian family line,
John and Milton Hawk, the fraternal twin sons of James Hawk, the
greatest Reap-possessor in the history of the family, are summoned
home. James reveals the family curse to them after realizing his
time has ended. Stunned by his fantastic tale, John and Milton
are left to fend for themselves when their father suddenly
disappears in a desperate search for their mother, Elizabeth.
Bumbling, John and Milton try to take on their new role and learn
the mysterious life of their father. Quickly in over their heads,
they receive assistance from an old family friend, Cain. John and
Milton, eventually, find themselves confronted with the cruel
insanity of Judas, for which, no amount of training can prepare
them.
Judas resents the Akkadian family and their path to righteousness.
He has vowed to eradicate them and bring about his only chance for
peace, the end times.
Joined by a beautiful mystic from the East, Lota, they begin to
fulfill their destinies in the best way they can.

